
Internet Link Load Balancing Solution for

Hospitality Industry

AT A GLANCE

The Peplink Balance is a reliable, 
cost-effective, and full-featured Internet 
Link Load Balancing solution that 
caters to a diverse range of hospitality 
environments. 

It provides the flexibility to load balance 
between multiple Internet connections, 
such as DSL and cable, for increasing 
Internet bandwidth, reliability, uptime, 
and reducing the cost of having 
expensive leased lines. The 
user-friendly Web Admin and Reporting 
Service help you to manage your 
network easily and intuitively. User 
control and bandwidth QoS features 
make Peplink Balance the best 
networking router for hotels and motels 
of all sizes.
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Constant Quality Internet Access.   
Business travelers require high-quality broadband 
Internet access. The Peplink Balance is an 
extremely reliable load-balancing router that 
works with your existing Internet service provider 
and allows you to easily combine as many as 
thirteen Internet services for reliable connectivity 
and increased overall bandwidth. Advanced 
user-group and traffic management features make it simple to distribute and 
control the amount of bandwidth available to guests, staff, and management.

You Need More Bandwidth.
To meet the challenge of providing high quality Internet service, the Peplink 
Balance works with your existing Internet service and allows you to effortlessly 
add low-cost DSL and cable-modem services to increase overall bandwidth. As 
many as thirteen Internet services can be combined to provide as much as 
1.5GB/s bandwidth, more than most facilities will ever need. 

100% Internet Uptime.
Many facilities in the hospitality industry still rely on a single service provider for 
Internet access, so run a much higher risk of downtime. The Peplink Balance 
eliminates downtime by using inexpensive DSL or cable services as redundant 
Internet connections. When a service failure is detected, the Peplink Balance will 
automatically re-route traffic to a healthy link. This transparent failover feature 
eliminates Internet service interruptions and maintains incredibly reliable Internet 
access for hotel guests and management.

 

Prioritized Internet Traffic.
The Peplink Balance's Outbound Traffic Management feature allows your staff to 
easily prioritize VPN, VoIP/SIP, and other critical applications through your best 
Internet link while email and non-critical web browsing traffic can be pushed 
across less-expensive cable and DSL connections. Traffic management also 
ensures that your staff and management always have quality Internet service, 
improving their ability to maintain smooth communications with company services 
and provide quality concierge services to guests.



Case Study of Beachcomber Hotels, Mauritius
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Demand for Internet bandwidth has been increasing in the hospitality 
industry.  Get more bandwidth by adding extra low-cost Internet links.  
Advanced QoS allows you to limit individual user bandwidth and prioritize 
traffic.  Using Peplink Balance, smooth Internet access can be guaranteed 
for every guest.
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Customer Spotlight - Hospitality

Luxury hotels and resorts in Mauritius.

Needed a solution to provide Internet access with increased bandwidth for hotel customers.  
        Maximum bandwidth available on an individual link from any ISP is only 2Mbps.
        Not enough bandwidth especially during peak hours.

Deployed Peplink Balance at 6 locations.

Achieved higher bandwidth and Internet uptime by aggregating multiple ADSL links on Peplink Balance 
380/710.

Competition:
        Low-end consumer products kept crashing and it didn't work out.

Winning Factors:
        Great stability.
        Very user-friendly and easy-to-use.
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